CITY COLLEGE OF SAN FRANCISCO
Library and Learning Resources

CITATION FORMATS for PRINT RESOURCES
Based on the MLA Handbook 6th edition

• All the elements shown in the bibliographic citation formats below are not always available. Supply as much information as possible for each source.
• These examples use 1 ½ spaces between lines to save space, but MLA requires double spacing.

Books

SINGLE AUTHOR  Author (last name, first name). Title of book. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.


TWO OR MORE AUTHORS  First author (last name, first name), additional authors (first name last name). Title of book. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.


Articles from a Reference Book

GENERAL  Author of article (last name, first name). “Title of article.” Title of reference book. Edition if given. Date of publication.


SPECIALIZED  Author of article (last name, first name). “Title of article.” Title of reference book. Editor(s). Edition if given. Number of volumes. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.

Periodical Articles

MAGAZINES

Author (last name, first name). “Title of article.” Name of magazine date (day month year): page numbers.

Example:

JOURNALS

Author (last name, first name). “Title of article.” Name of journal volume number. issue number (year of publication): page numbers.

Examples:

NEWSPAPERS

Author (last name, first name). “Title of article.” Name of newspaper [add city in brackets if not part of name] date (day month year), edition if given, section: page.

Example with section number

Example with section letter

Government Documents

Author or, if not given, the agency which issued the document. Title. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.

Example:

Essays


Example: